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Third Annual
Spring Swing
To Open Mon.
By ELAINE rnHOMAS
Managing Editor
The 1967 third annual Spring Swing Week will
begin Monday, May 1, with academic competition in
the divisions of Business and Home Economics from
3:30-5:30 p.m. Delta Pi Alpha service fraternity will
present "Chad and Jeremy" in concert in Hanner Gym
Monday at 8 p.m. Tickets may be purchased from brothers of the fraternity for $2. The concert will feature
a college show from England.

Ellis To Speak
Stoff Phots — Ron Mayhow

40 ACRE KNIGHT VILLAGE

Commencement

Sold to New Local Corporation; Many Improvements Are Planned

S & K of Statesboro, Inc.
Purchases Knight Village
By RON MAYHEW
Knight Village, privately owned student housing complex adjacent to the college, and the
Town House Apartments of Statesboro were sold Tuesday for
an undisclosed sum, according
to Bill Koman and Harry
Shear of S&K of Statesboro,
Inc., the new owners.
The complex, including 41 acres with 30 under option, six
dormitories, a married student-housing unit, a shopping center totaling 20,000 square feet
and the aparments on Mulberry Street, was sold by Buford
W. Knight, a Statesboro businessman who began development
of the project several years ago, and personally supervised
its operation until the sale.
Koman and Shear announced
numerous plans for a "trans-

Congress Won't
Attend SUSGA
Student Congress will not send
representatives to the Southeastern University Student Government Association convention
this weekend as previously announced, according to Robin
Olmstead, second vice-president.
"The only reason for going is
to report on the book drive,
but they weren't even interested enough to put it on the agenda," said Olmstead. He continued, "Really, it's a waste of
time and money. Student Congress cares more about work
here than going to the convention."

formation" of the village including a new name to be chosen
in a contest among village residents with a $50 cash prize,
road paving, landscaping, extensive repairs within the individual dorms, and new management of the College Gate Cafeteria.
The new owners, who also op-

Brundage Quits;

erate an off-campus private
housing project at Florida State
University, announced that the
complex will expand directly in
proportion to the housing needs
of the college. According to Koman, president of the corporation, immediate priority will be
Continued on Page 5

At Annual
Elmo Ellis, general manager
of WSB Radio and Television in
Atlanta, has accepted an invitation to deliver the 1967 commencement address at annual
graduation exercises June 4, in
the W. S. Hanner Gymnasium.
A nationally known writer,
broadcaster and speaker, Ellis
was named 1965 "BroadcasterCitizen of the Year" by the
Georgia Association of Broadcasters for his contributions to
the field of communications and
active leadership in community
affairs.
Ellis graduated from the University of Alabama with an undergraduate degree in journalism and received his Masters
in journalism from Emory Universitv.

The divisions of music and
science and math will hold academic competition from 3:30 5:30 p.m., Tuesday, May 2. At
7:30 p.m., Wesley Foundation
will sponsor the Lamar Harris
Talent Show in McCroan Audi-1
torium. Admission will be 25
cents. Those interested in participating must contact Durwood
Fincher, who will emcee
the
event. A trophy will be awarded for the best talent.
The Language division will
hold academic competition Wednesday, May 3. A barbecue will
be hold in Sweetheart Circle at
5 p.m. Students will present
meal tickets for the barbecue.
The college band will provide
music for the barbecue and the
"Younger Brothers" will provide music for a street dance,
to be held in front of the Ad
Building at 7 p.m.
The social science and indusContinued on Page 3

7 Divisions Name
Cong. Nominees
By RICHARD PFUND
Production Manager
Mike Brundage, formerly a
candidate for president of Student Congress, announced this
week that he is dropping out of
the race. Brundage explained,
"The reason I did back out is
that all the Greeks wanted to
back
one
candidate." (Ed.
Note: The Greek Council, in a
meeting Monday, voted to back
Larry Duncan in the race rather than Brundage.)
The other 17 candidates for
Student Congress offices are
still running. Elections will be
Wednesday, with off-campus students voting in the Williams
Center and dormitory students
voting
in
their respective
dorms.
Seven divisions have nominated candidates for the divisional
representatives posts. These names will be added to the ballot, with students allowed to
vote for two nominees in their
Continued on Page 5

Stoff Photo — MH» AyrM

THE FLOOR COVER IS HERE

The floor covering, presently stored in the campus warehouse, which was recently bought through
the efforts of Student Congress, various campus organizations, and the school will be put to good use
Monday night in the Hanner Gym for the Chad and Jeremy concert. Friday night, it will be used
for the Little Stevie Wonder concert.

The Life of a Magazine:
A Tale of Sadness, Joy
Rrrippp . . . There goes another
page. Don't people care about destroying other people's belongings.
Perhaps they do not understand
the signifieence of the material in'
the library.
I'm a magazine, bound with
others like myself, sitting on a;
shelf in the library. How much do
you know about my home. My guardian is Mrs. Louise Cone, assistant to the serials librarian. She is
in charge of the periodicals section
and is aided by six student assistants.
I entered the periodical section
from my publisher and went into
the reading room with other magazines which make up the 1,200
magazines and newspapers to
which the library subscribes.
When I was a month old, I was
moved behind the information desk
in the periodicals section where

students could find me upon request.
Since someone "borrowed" the
issue that replaced me in the reading room, I could not be bound bettween quarters as the other magazines. But the library subscribes
to a duplicate exchange. By sending their duplicates to other libraries who have lost issues, the
Rosenwail Library can replace
issue if the needed duplicate is available. Thus the volume was
completed and I was sent later to
be bound.
Returning to the library, I was
placed in the bound volume room,
with over 12,000 other volumes.
I was included in the visible index
near the desk. From this index,
similar to the card file of books
downstairs, a student can find the
periodical he desires, if it is subscribes to by the library, and know
the location of the issue at this

Photos — Mike Ayors

PERIODICAL STORAGE ROOM
12,000 Bound Volumes Are Kept Here

time, whether in the bound volume
room, on microfilm or at in bindery.
I was also listed in several of
the indexes which give the topics
in alphabetical order, with the
article title, author, issue volume,
date and page numbers. The twenty-three indexes range from those
partaining to one subject, as the
"Art Index" and "Book Review Index," to the "Reader's Guide,"
which indexes general periodical
literature.

BURIED IN THE ALCOVE

Student Concentrates on Microfilmed Periodicals

My competition, newspapers, are
processed in much the same way
as magazines. Housed in the index
room, the ten dailies and nine
county papers are later bound or
put on microfilm. The newspaper

room downstairs has been emptied
and its equivalent contents are now
stored in the six filing cabinets in
the microfilm section of the library.
They date to pre-revolutionary era
of the "Boston News-Letter,"
1704-1788 and the "Rivington
New York Gazetter." The "U. S.
Debates and Proceedings" begin
with the first Congres in 1789,
followed by the "U. S. Register of
Debates" of the 18th-25th Congress.
Even Georgia's newspapers of
the past are included in this microfilm collection, as the "Gazette
of the State of Georgia" (17831788).
Recently the library has obtained the "New York Times" from
1851-1928 on microfilm. To use
these resources microfilm projectors and the microcard reader are
employed with several new tables,
large enough to hold the projector
and typewriter or notebook.
For students in a hurry, the microfilm copying machine is available for 25c a frame.
Besides magazines, such as myself, and newspapers, this section
also contains copies of several
master's these on microfilm and
remains the official keeper of the
Georgia Southern victory bell.

MRS. LOUISE CONE

Has Charge of Thousands of Periodicals

Changes are always occurring
in the periodical section of the library. But I cannot tell all the information. Fm going to be shelved
,.. Bonk!!
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... Spring Swing Dr. R.E. Platt
Continued from Page 1

Stoff Photo — Ron Moyhew

BRANCHY IS CROWNED

Pansy Potts Boyd Presents Floral Tribute

Enchanting Branchy
Blossoms Beautifully

.

The audience waited breathlessly as the mistress of ceremonies, a vivacious platinum
blonde, announced the five finalists from the bevy of beauties.
The lovely creatures paraded
across the stage of McCroan
and were demurely seated to
await the final portion of the
contest. Miss
Springblossom
1966, Pansy Potts Boyd, in the
waning moments of her reign,
related what the past year had
meant to her and recalled memorable events that had highlighted her reign.
Pansy also favored the audience with a rendition of "I'm
Just a Girl Who Can't Say No."
She then asked each of the "Fabulous five" a select question.

A tense air again fell upon
McCroan as the esteemed judges made their final decision.
The M.C. stepped to the microphone and broke the hushed atmosphere with the announcement of the second runner-up, Pussywillow Mil!3i Sconyers. In a flurr; of applause
and girlish giggles, she accepted her flowers. Then came the
announcement of the first runner-up; a buxom brunette, Cherry Blossom Youmans. Finally
the awaited moment arrived—
Miss Springblossom of 1967 was
proclaimed to be Branchy Barclay!
Miss Branchy, a modern
young lass sponsored by Winburn Hall. She was dressed in

DANCE TONIGHT

"""*"] Special Photo

"Dr. Feelgood and the Interns" will appear at a dance here tonight from 8 p.m. until midnight at the National Guard Armory,
sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi, international business fraternity.
Admission is $1.50 in advance and $1.75 at the door.

EXAM SCHEDULE FOR SPRING QUARTER §
Monday, May 29

Tuesday, May 30
|| Wednesday, May 31
1 Thursday, June 1
j§ Friday, June 2

8 a.m. — 1st period classes
I p.m. — 10th period classes
8 a.m. — 2nd period classi-s
II a.m. — Health 101 and 201 |
2 p.m. — 9th period classes
8 a.m. -- 3rd period classes
1 p.m. — 8th period classes
8 a.m. — 4th period classes
1 p.m. — 7th period classes
8 a.m. — 5th period classes
1 p.m. — 6th period classes

TEACHERS WANTED
SOUTHWEST, ENTIRE WEST AND ALASKA
SALARIES $5400 UP-HFREE REGISTRATION
SOUTHWEST [TEACHERS AGENCY
1303 Central Ave., N. E.
Albuquerque, N, M.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

a shocking orange, floor-length
formal. The halter top ana cutaway back revealed a "bunny"
beauty mark. Branchy chose
gold shoes and earrings to accent her outfit.
The blonde bombshell performed a song and dance, "These
Boots Are Made For Walking,"
as a testimony of her talents.
Her gold vinyl mini-skirt with
white "poor boy" top was a
show stopper. When asked her
feelings about winning, Branchy
replied, "Charmed, I'm sure."

CORRECTIONS
Several facts were erroneously reported in last
week's
"George-Anne"
due to typographical errors. In the Student Congress election, Charles
Lie-Nielsen is running for
second vice-president, not
for first vice-president as
indicated. The date for the
Congress election is May
3, not May 5 as indicated.
Miss Victoria Haro-Lopez
is NOT married as the
Mrs. before her name in a
picture caption would imply, and Wesley Founation
is going to execute a project for children in Jacksonville instead of executing the children.

trial arts divisions will hold academic competition Thursday,
May 4. A Scavenger Hunt will
be held at 7 p.m. Thursday.
The Hunt will begin in Sweetheart Circle. Each dormitory
may sponsor three teams, each
team composed of 10 members.
Rules governing the Scavenger
Hunt will be sent to dormitories; men and women will receive different lists of items to
find. At the conclusion of the
Scavenger Hunt, teams will
bring items to "checkers," who
will be stationed in Sweetheart
Circle. The "checkers" will tabulate the number of items
found by the respective teams,
and the winning dormitory will
be announced.
The division of health, physical education, and recreation
will hold men's and women's
track and field Friday, May 5,
at 4 p.m. "Little Stevie Wonder" will present a concert in
Hanner Gym at 8:30 p.m. Friday. On-campus students will be
issued tickets. Off-campus student will purchase tickets for
the event.
Swim Meets for men and women will be held Saturday,
May 6, at 10 a.m. A Tug-ofWar will be held at 2 p.m. at
the lakes. Campus organizations
and dormitories will particip
ate in this event. To be de
clared winner, the team must
pull members of the opposing
team into the lake. "Lee Dor
sey," "James and Bobby Puri
fy," and "Hank Moore and the
All-Stars" will entertain at a
dance at the National Guard
Armory at 8 p.m. May 6. Sun
day, May 7, Church Services
will be held at 9:45 a.m. in Mc
Croan Auditorium.
Students will compete in Spring
Swing activities according to
classes. The President's trophy
will be presented by President
Zach S. Henderson to the class
exhibiting the most outstanding
participation
during
Spring
Swing Week.

Apartment for Rent

To Speak Here
Dr. Robert E. Platt, chairman of the Emory University Department of Biology, will
present a lecture on "Atomic
Radiation and Man's Environment" May 1, at 7:30 p.m. in
the Marvin Pittman Auditorium.
Dr. Platt's visit will be sponsored by Student Congress and
the division of science and majthematics under auspices of the
[Division Lecture Series.
Professor Platt received his
[doctorate from the University
bf Pennsylvania. He has taught
biology at Emory University
[since 1948, is vice president of
[the Ecological Society of Amlerica, and has been a consultant to the U. S. Public Health
jServices, Atomic Energy Commission, and National Science
iFoundation. In 1950 he received
jthe George Mercer Award, gijven annually by the Ecological
'Society of America for the outstanding paper published in Ecology during the previous year.
He was awarded a Guggenheim
Fellowship for ecological studies in Europe in 1959.
Dr. Platt is director of the
program in environmental radiation at Emory University. He
has also conducted research at
the variable shielding atomic
reactor which is operated by
the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation near Dawsonville, Ga. His
studies there were concerned
with effects of neut. c and gamma radiation attenuated by distance, terrain and vegetation.
All interested persons are invited to attend.

11 A.M., NOON?

Pittman Park Methodist
| Church will no longer
have two worship serv, 2s
1
' on Sunday mornings, effective April 30. On that
!'[ date, services will go on
\! Daylight Savings Time.
] The regular two services
\ will be resumed in SepI tember.

for three Girls
Georgia Ave. and
O'Neal Drive

is

if-

WUNTfcY Ml$$

WttVHmjullfllOt

Call After 7:00 p.m.
764-367*

A CAREER AS A
CHICAGO TEACHER
Excellent salary - $6,000 up
Liberal Pension Plan
Paid Sick Leave
Tenure after three years

For information on certification and employment
procedures, write to:
I
Promotion with system
Professional growth
Opportunities for additional income
Director, Teacher Recruitment
Chicago Public Schools
2558 North LaSaHs Street *~ Room 1005
Chicago, Illinois 60061

Style 931 Juniors
Style 4002-Misses
Button Down Front
Shift Made of Vycrow
and Cotton "Carriage
Cloth" with Bermuda
Collar, back zipper,
A line skirt, pintucked
great colors.
Apricot, Yellow,
Lime and Turquoise Sizes
5-15 — $15.00
8 - 20 — $15.00

Editorials

Changes Needed
In Constitution

DR. BRO'S CLEC

This year's Campus Life Enrichment Committee, under the direction of Dr. Jack Broucek, has
surpassed its previously astounding record for bringing great entertainment to the campus.
Highlighting this year have been the American
Folk Ballet, the Zurich Chamber Orchestra, Luv,
and Francisco Espinosa. Whether the tastes of this
year's audiences have been for dancing, symphonies,
stage drama, or instrumental music, it is doubtful
that anyone has been disappointed.
With the Espinosa concert Tuesday, the 196667 CLEC season drew to a close. Now that we have
several years from which to base our observations,
we may safely predict that next year will be even
better. For Dr. Broucek and the committee, publicity
will be scant. Probably the only time these individ*
uals get any personal publicity is each year when
the committee is appointed. Their rewards, therefore, not in headlines. They draw their satisfaction
from listening to thunderous applause, standing
ovations, cries of "more" and the satisfied smiles
from audiences as they leave the auditorium after a
program.
We reiterate our unquestioning optimistic expectations for next year, and add a sincere "Well
Done" for 1966-67.

SPRING SWING

The gripe that Georgia Southern is dead, "dull,
and boring is heard often, echoing from dormitory
walls to buildings, and into the Williams Center.
Several vears ago, a project was initiated to alleviate
some c „ie tensions and energy built up by spring
quarter. This idea, Spring Swing Week, has become
a traditional project of the sophomore class. For
those who don't know, Spring Swing is a time to
participate in academic activities or any outside activities which are planned. Academic competition,
may consist of reading a poem, reciting, working a
matV problem, running a relay, or being a member
of a sort of "College Bowl" panel.
Spring Swing may be the week that students
amaze themselves with their willingness to dance
in front of the Administration Building mosquitoes
and all. Or students sometimes find themselves and
their fellow hunters prowling all over campus in
search of a pogo stick, a 1956 issue of "Playboy," a
worm, or the Herty stump. The Scavenger Hunt is
a night when participants have to let their hair down
and have fun trying to locate a set of barbells on
campus, or a tire which is off the rim, or even a
man's white suede shoe.
The Tug-of-War is the best excuse to wear
grubby clothes. Going in the lake isn't exactly what
one might dream of, but it isn't so bad when 15
more people go in together. And it's quite a show
for the observers, too.
Extensive time and work have gone into 1967
Spring Swing Week, an event worthy of student
perticipation. And who knows? It may be more fun
than a panty raid.

THE CAMPAIGN

Posters have appeared everywhere on campus as
the campaign for Student Congress offices goes into
full swing.
The rules which govern campaign posters are
simple. Candidates are allowed to place posters
anywhere except on doors. The candidates have followed this rule almost to the letter. The cooperative
candidates are commended for following the regulations set forth by the college.
It is however distressing to see the many comments which have been scrawled on the posters by
the college's more maladjusted students. This destruction and defacing, of campaign materials is
reminiscent of pre-adolescent inability to keep hands
out of mouth and diapers dry.

For Next Year
By RICHARD PFUND
Production Manager
Why the hell don't we just
throw out the present Student
Congress constitution and start
all over again?
Year after year Congress
finds it necessary to place
amendments before the student
body for ratification.

— Ron Mayhew

When is this going to end? Maybe never. The constitution as it
stands now is a conglomeration
of unimportant little rules which
usually don't mean much.

ESPINOSA
Why should Congress even
A Great Concert, Two Encores, Two Standing Ovations, and al- have a constitution if it is not
ways the same smile of humility.
going to be followed? Recently,
the class officers were called together to decide upon a slate of
candidates for next year's Congress officers. After they came
up with a list of candidates, they
were informed that it was illegal
and would have to be re-done
by the senior members of ConBy RON MAYHEW
Any fool can see that the gress.
Several weeks ago many of
Greek
Council idea has gotten
us gave tentative support to the
The constitution provides for
"Greek Council" presently be- entirely out of hand. Since their
constitution
has
been
rejected
a
"communications coordinaing formed by the campus "service" fraternities and sorori- by the director of student acti- tor." If you want to know what
vities, they are not officially re- that is, read the constitution.
ties.
Many reasons were cited to cognized by the school as an or- Don't ask a Congress officer,
merit such support. Greeks, it ganization and should be denied because it is doubtful that any
was contended, had special pro- permission to use school facili- of them knows — unless, of
blems which need special solu- ties for meetings. Such has not course, they have read the contions separate from those for been the case, however, since stitution latelv.
other campus organizations. the student activities director
Furthermore, they said, there has been more than indulgent
This also applies to other conneeded to be a with the group, even offering stitutional provisions, such as
central link be- her private office for meetings. the "finance committee" and
Suddenly however, this legally "the communications committween Greek ororganization
is tee." Unless these are highly
ganizations
to non-existant
help coordinate wielding more strong-arm pow- .secret organizations, they simactivities
and er on campus than any duly ply do not exist. Why don't they?
enhance Greek recognized group, and with ap- Somebody, sometime must have
parent administrative sanction. thought they were fairly imporlife.
.
No great problem exists this tant. If they are no longer prac^h^: This week we
ifin have had a dem- year. The Greek candidate is tical, then why not get rid of
if H onstration
of well qualified for the presiden- these provisions.
19 I how the Greek cy as is the independent canCouncil, though didate. What Will happen next
And why does the constitution
MAYHEW
it isn't even of- year, however, when the Greek say that "write-in candidates
fically recognized as a campus candidate might not be so ca- will not be considered?" What
organization, handles "special pable a leader?
The most important question, difference does it make if someproblems." The special probone doesn't like any of the canlem in question was a second however, has been completely didates and wants to vote for
forgotten.
If
the
Greek
slate
Greek candidate for the presisomeone else?
should be elected and a condency of Student Congress.
It seems the entrance of a flict arises between the interThis brings us to another quesnewcomer into the arena pos- ests of Student Congress and
ed a threat to the Greeks which the student body and those of tion. When Congress was gungmight upset their block-voting the Greeks, how would the of- ho over amendments earlier this
year, why didn't they amend the
plan to elect the chosen few. ficers vote?
After weeks of brainwashing, requirements for Congress offiThe third candidate was "persuaded" to withdraw from the hell nights, and "initiations," cers from a majority vote to a
race in the interest of Greek there would be little doubt of plurality vote. This seems inthe outcome.
consistent because they did
unity.
amend this part of the constitution for class officers.

Greek Council Now Illustrates

How To Handle 'Special' Cases

THE
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Another item which possibly
should be looked into concerns
whether or not a Congress officer would be available to perform his duties throughout the
school year. As example, consider the possibility of a Congress
officer trying to student teach
while retaining his office. Which
has priority, Congress or teaching? You'd better believe it's
teaching! Who knows, it's possible an officer might not be able
to attend a SUSGA convention,
because of this conflict.
At any rate, next year's Student Congress will undoubtedly
try its hand at constitutional revision. Well, why not? Why
should it be different? Maybe
they'll just throw away the constitution and write one which is
not quite as vague. It's worth a
try.

'TO BE OR NOT TO...'?
Michel de Ghelderode's PANTAGLEIZE shows man's slaughter of a naive, sensitive person.
Such murder was perpretated
long before the birth of Michel
de Nostramus and has been
pointlessly repeated in blood-lettings since the death of this
French seer and astrologer.
"An intelligent man does not
have conviction," says the judge
in PANTAGLEIZE; then he convicts the convictionist by having him drilled with bullets. Everyone in the world was dead
already anyhow. It seemed almost indecent to be alive. Of
course, T. S. Eliot was aware of
the living-dead and the actualdead quite some time ago.
We the audience laughed may-

7^e

.
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By JANET HENRIKSEN
If Jesus came to your house
to spend a day or two—
If He came unexpectedly, I wonder what you'd do.
Oh, I know you'd give your nicest room to such an honored Guest,
And all the food you'd serve to
Him would be the very best,
And you would keep assuring
Him you're glad to have Him
there—
That serving Him in your own
home is joy beyond compare.
But — when you saw Him coming, would you meet Him at
the door
With arms outstretched in welcome to your heavenly Visitor?
Or would you have to change
your clothes before you let
Him in?
Or hide some magazines and
put the Bible where they'd
been?
Would you turn off the radio
and hope He hadn't heard?
And wish you hadn't uttered
that last, loud, hasty word?
Would you hide your worldly
music and put some hymn
books out?
Could you let Jesus walk right
in, or would you rush about?
And I wonder — if the Saviour
spent a day or two with you,
Would you go right on doing
the things you always do?
Would you go right on saying
the things you always say?
Would life for you continue as
it does from day to day
Would your family conversation
keep up its usual pace?
And would you find it hard
each meal to say a table
grace?
Would you sing the songs you
always sing, and read the
books you read,
And let him know the things on
which your mind and spirit
feed?
Would you take Jesus with you
everywhere you"d planned to
go?
Or would you, maybe, change
your plans for just a day or
so?
Would you be glad to have Him
meet your very closest friends?
Or would you hope they'd stay
away until His visit ends?
Would you be glad to have
Him stay forever on and on?
Or would you sigh with great
relief when He at last was
gone?
It might be interesting to know
the things that you would do
If Jesus Christ in person came
to spend some time with you.
Lois Kendall Blanchard

be at our own quicksand. Why?
Well, what else could one do in
trying to face the eclipse of indecision? The mass of people
had given up to "genuflective
thinking" and had watched a
revolution "from the top of an
observatory and . . . directed it)
on the strength of Boy-Scout signals." Here were the bulletins,
incoherent and contradictory.
"The shooting is still going on.
Flames are roaring. And WE
talk. There has been a tragic
misunderstanding."

color - of Picasso-like make-up of characters who are puppets,
and yet they have blood in their
joints. From confusion, the play
moves to a dread climax of crystal-clear reality. The reality is
our world, yours and mine.

™(§eor0e~Atme

FORUM

Friday, April 28,
The play is so powerful that
the actors are absorbed. They
are completely in character.
They seem to be as absent as
jBoswell does in his account of
Samuel Johnson. Such anonymty is not easy to capture. Once
captured, it is fascinating. As
T\o"/
-■)
If you have read Antoine de Hamlet said: ". . . the play's
Saint-Expurey's Le Petit Prince, the thing.
you realize that pathetic "ANTSupposedly, Nostradamus and
AGLEIZE is the grown-up dopFrom the Citizens National
pleganger of that sweet prince Tiresias were familiar with the
Committee for Higher
who makes us smile and weep problem. Mankind should take
Education, Inc.
as he leaves this world empty. notice eventually.
The United States Senate has
"C'est ici que le petit prince
We chuckle at our own de- a apparu sur terre, puis dis- approved by a 53-26 vote a plan
cline because mass-murder is paru. Regardez attentivement to provide a federal income tax
so pointless that the irony and . . . Alors soyez gentils! Ne credit of up to $325 for tuition,
folly leave us no choice. E. E. me laissez pas tellement triste: books and other fees paid by
Cummings touched the problem ecrivez-moi vite qu'il est reve- students in colleges, universities and other post-high school
in One Times One, poem XIII. nu . . ."*
Sterling congratulations to ev- institutions. Final enactment of
Read it. Jonathon Swift, years
involved
in PAN- the plan probably will depend
ago, realized what was wrong: eryone
on the decisions made by a Se"avarice, faction, hypocrisy per- TAGLEIZE.
fidiousness, cruelty, rage,; mad—David Ruffin nate-House of Representatives
conference committee.
ness, hatred, envy, lust; malice
and
ambition."
Man never
* It is here that the little The tax credit plan was oflearns.
prince appeared on the earth, fered Friday, April 14, 1967, by
then disappeared. Look thought- Senator Abraham Ribicoff, DPANTAGLEIZE is so real fully. God be with you, gentle- Conn., as an amendment to a
that it is unreal - like a bad men! And don't leave me so House-passed bill which would
dream perhaps. It occurs in a grieved for long: write me imm- restore the investment tax credit to businessmen.
blaze of rasping, unharmonious ediately if he has returned.
Under the amendment offered
by Ribicoff and accepted by
the Senate, the tuition and fee
credit is 75 per cent of the first
$200 paid, 25 per cent of the
next $300 and 10 per cent of
the next $1,000. The credit is
subtracted from the income tax
owed the government.
need to voice his opinions in The credit is available to any
By SANDRA DYCHES
some way, yet he is evidently person who pays the tuition.
Staff Writer
The monotony of everyday too indolent to think of some Thus, it would be available to
routine has been broken lately, constructive method of commu- working students and wives as
well as to parents and other reif only for a brief moment, by nication.
latives. Parents with more than
He
attacks
many
things
in
hi?
the numerous notes left by "The
one
child in college or gradsarcastic
messages,
but
one
Mad Poet" on the walls of the
must ask if he is actively en- uate school may get a sepaWilliams Center.
This person seems to feel the gaged in alleviating the disag- rate credit for each.
"Over two-thirds of the benereeable items he mentions or if
he is merely throwing out empty words.
In Saturday's communique,
Continued from Page 1
the "Poet" (?) lashed out at all
own division.
Nominees from the music di- students seeking Student Convision are Donna Certain, Mar- gress offices. While there maj
ion Gray, Elaine Morgan, Ron- be varying degrees of qualifica
ny Stewart, Wayne Mosely, and tions among the candidates
surely there won't be a "threeBy FAYE McLEOD
Billy White.
Staff Writer
The education division nomi- ring circus" regardless of who
The biggest issue at this point
nees are Jane Dukes and Gwen is elected, as he believes.
At least those students seek- is student congress elections.
Lloyd for elementary education
and Carol Erquette Cox and ing office are making an effort The candidates are interested
Marsha Waters Dotson for jun- at action and are not afraid to in winning the election, but
sign their names to the changes the question this week is: "What
ior high education.
is the surest way to loose a stuNominees from the social they propose.
dent confess election?"
science division are Connie DodCha
Palmer, Jr., Camilla,
gen, Eddie Bateman, Ferrell
Ga. - "Don't git no votes."
Penland, Billy Jones, Ron MayContinued from Page 1
Pam Samford, Frosh, Avonhew, Bobby Cowden, Patricia
Thompson,
Glenda Welborn, given to another unit for mar- dale Estates, Ga. - "Don't run."
Jimmy Maine, Jr., Sumter,
Gail Callaway, Tommy Adams, ried students. He stipulated,
Donnie Evans, and Danny however, that as soon as coll- S. C. - "Leave the funnies off
ege enrollment indicates a need, the posters."
Swain.
Industrial arts division nomi- construction will begin on a Felton Corbett, Jr., Washington, Ga. - "Make everybody
nees are Tim Herrington, Da- 500-bed dormitory.
vid Sharp, John Walters, Bob
Koman and Shear further eat in the cafeteria three times
announced that they plan no per- a day."
Stewart, and Lamar Outz.
Candidates from the physical sonnel changes in the direct Patsy Price-Williams, Jr., Guyeducation division are Janet supervision of individual dorm- ton, Ga. - "Get the fewest aHenriksen, Randy Garrett, Gin- itories but that a completely mount of votes."
Larry Collier, Jr., Oglethorpe,
ny Sutton, Richard Steele, Sha- new maintenance and custodial
ron Howell, Peggy Rucker, and crew has been appointed. No Ga. - "Vote for Snoopy and
changes in the organization of Charlie Brown insead of the
Sonny Massey.
Candidates from the language house councils will be made. candidates."
division are Libby Brannon, Knight Hall, they added, will Mushy Hutcheson, Frosh, AusGordon Turner, Elaine Thomas, continue to operate under lease tell, Ga. - "Forget your Right
Clair Melton, Vee Nelson, Key to the state as an athletic dor- Guard."
Elizabeth Pilcher, Soph., LouReeves, Jimmy Grier, and Ja- mitory.
The new ownership, Koman isville, Ga. - "Try to cool your
nie Williams.
Nominees from the science said, is interested in providing way into office with a shaky
and mathematics division are needed recreational facilities for platform full of a lot o£ proBarbara Bevilacqua, Jackie village residents. Among the mises."
Davis, Danny Hagan, Robin ideas presently being investi- Lem Johnson, Frosh, WayOlmstead, Frank Vaughan, and gated are tennis courts and a cross, Ga. - "Run your mouth
too much."
baseball diamond.
Barry Richardson.
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U.S. Senate Passes
Tax Credit Measure

6

Mad Poet Appears
Indolent, Ashamed

... Congress

fits of this amendment would
go to families earning less than
$10,000 a year,"- Ribicoff said.
A formula reduces the amount
of the credit available to high
bracket taxpayers.
Capitol observers said an important part in the final decision on the tuition tax credit plan will be played by Congressman Wilbur D. Mills, DArk., chairman of the House.
Ways and Means Committee. So
far he has taken no public stand
on the measure which long has
been opposed by the national
administration.
In offering the tuition tax
credit amendment, Senator Ribicoff said there is an urgent
need for tax relief for persons
faced with the increasing costs
of higher education. "In the long
run," he raid, "my amendment
would serve all America. For
our strength lies not just in the
richness of our soil, not just in
the wealth of the factories of
our vast, complex physical technology — but in our minds, in
our skills, in our ability to use
these wisely and well."
Senators Russell and Talmadge of Georgia, Sparkman
: and Hill of Alabama, Hollings
and Thurmond of South Carolina, and Baker of Tennessee
voted for this amendment. Senators Holland and Smathers of
Florida, and Gore of Tennessee
'voted against it.

Inquiring Reporter

... Knight Village

Marilyn Ellis, Soph., Atlanta,
Ga. - "Forget to spit out your
mouthwash."
Cathy Hewitt, Soph., Savannah, Ga. - "Be for the school
administration."
Vicki Ray, Frosh, Cordele,
Ga. - "Keep putting up those
dumb signs that imply the stupidity of the candidates."
Bonnie Garrett, Frosh, Warner Robins, Ga. - "Be known as
conceited. Conceit never won an
election for anybody."
Jeannine Morrow, Frosh, Macon, Ga. - "Don't ever change
your socks."
Mary Pollett, Frosh, Wrightsville, Ga. - "Don't have any sex
appeal."
Cameron Davis, Soph., Jacksonville, Fla. - "Quit feeding
the ducks."
Jenny Lynn Andrews, Frosh,
Atlanta,, Ga. - "Run somebody
from third floor of Deal Hall,
except me, of course."
Sandie Jones, Jr., Atlanta,
Ga. - "Somebody who's running
that starts to speak to me who
usually doesn't speak."
David Adams, Jr., Delray
Beach, Fla. - "Have childish
slogans."
Sara Beth McLaughlin, Soph.,
Manchester, Ga. - "Make a lot
of high-sounding promises and
use a lot of cliches."

■^H
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Wonderful Wednesday
Works Well, Continues

From the "Emory Wheel"
. On April's first Wonderful
Wednesday, the College Faculty Committee, composed of the
various departmental heads and
by Dean of the College, John
Stephens, approved Wonderful
Wednesday for another three
quarters.
The action followed a period
of evaluation following the inception of Wonderful Wednesday
last quarter. Most of the committee had made independent
surveys of their students and
had combined their observations
in making their decision. Added
to this was the report of Dr.
Norman Uhl of the University
Testing Services who at the request of the committee had compiled a report of their findings
in surveying the overall faculty opninion.

Previous to the committee's
vote, Dr. Uhl explained his findings. In" general they were favorable with many faculty findings more students turning in
better papers, attendance figures and extra work.
In only one area did the majority find trouble. This concerned fitting a previously taught
class of five hours a week into four hours. Many of the faculty incurring this difficulty admitted it was because they had
been skeptical of the experiment's success and therefore had
not restructured their classes
accordingly. Most agreed this
could be improved in the future
though a few still expected some
difficulty.
Another question raised at
this point was whether transferring students getting five

credits for four hours of work
per week would meet trouble
for this possibly suffering loss
of credit. Dean Stephens noted
that since the same amount of
work was being covered on the
same grade point basis, the University expected no problems.

"(Scorgc-Attne
FROM
OTHER
COLLEGES
Friday, April 28, 1967

Views on Abortion Expressed
with very few restrictions. As
one male student said, "Anyone
who considers contraceptives
morally right and abortions morally wrong have a hard time
justifying his position."
"This is idealistic," said one
student, "but I wish that society were such that a woman
who wanted to could have a
child and raise it without getting
married. Fewer people would
resort to abortions if women
had stich an option."
A male senior commented,
"Abortion may someday be a
practical necessity for many
personal interests, so I want
them to be totally legalized. In
a larger sense, abortions should
be legalized because the decision involved is both a moral
and religious one which individuals should be allowed to
make without legislative restriction."

3C 70. S.nu'/t
: Help keep America beautiiful. Pack portable beauty
: whenever you travel. Pack
•soft nylon tricot Tone-Mates shimmering with
I acetate satin. It's your duty to be an American
Beauty. Fern Green, Blue Dawn, Parfait Pink,
Deb Blue, Cherry, Marigold, Rose.
I Coat
P-S-M-L $12.00
; Pa jama
30-40 $ 9.00
: Scuffs
S-M-L-XL $ 3.50

TONE-MATES
by Gossard-Artemis
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Sentiment Softens
On Suds Sources

Dr. Uhl's report showed 73
per cent of the faculty in favor of continuing the program,
15 per cent opposed and 12 per
cent giving a qualified yes to From the University of Miami
"Hurricane"
the continuance. The commit- i
tee's final voice vote was near- Quiet conversation, soft lighting, juke box playing and stuly unanimous for continuance.
dents drinking beer.
Bill DuBois of the council While this may sound like a
explained that he felt that stu- description of the V.I.-, Foxe's
dents were putting their free or the Ale House, the Hurricane
Wednesdays to good use as any- has learned this could in fact
one who looks in the library can be a typical evening at the
Student Union.
see.

From the University of Georgia
"Red and Black"
By HAYES McGLAUN
In an informal Red and Black
poll students were asked to express their views on abortions.
Most of the opinions came
from students who answered the
telephones at various dorms,
sorority houses and fraternity
houses. The poller did not ask
their names.
The most representative statement was that of a home economics major who said, "I believe abortions should be legal
for any woman whose physical
or mental health would be endangered by continuation of
pregnancy. Another determining factor should be the condition of the fetus. Several doctors should determine the advisability of abortion in each
case."
Some students responded that
abortions should be legalized

—

Unlikely as it may seem, a
beer hall or "ratskeller" could
become a UM reality. Union
Director, Bill Sheeder, explains
the space is already available
in what is now a storage area
under the Union patio. A treliminary study shows that the
space could be converted for
this purpose. Of course much
further information would be
needed before work on the ratskeller could begin, particularly
on the cost factor, said Sheeder.
Dean of Men Robert Hynes,
favorable to the ratskeller idea,
points out that it would be necessary to check I.D.'s allowing
only those over 21 to use the
facility. The increasing number of resident and graduate students would make the ratskeller
an exciting addition to the
Whitten Union and the UM
campus.

GEORGIA
*Pulit3«r-,,rixecMu«ica!

DRIVE-IN

"KjBtarnqf

Thurs. Fri. April 27-28

tteSevezr

\mm*Mm\

Headquarters For
Gifts For Weddings,
Birthdays, and
Special Occasions

- Also Fraternity, Sorority, Club
and individual Trophies.
British Sterling Monogrammed Free

3C TV. S.uit/t

PUUKUNT PCTURES

J~J-

DAVID JANSSEN
• has got to know in

WARNING SHOT
SKI PARTY
Wed. - fri.
May 3-4-5
USE YOUR FREE
MERCHANTS
MOVIE TICKETS
EACH TUESDAY
AND THURSDAY
.'AT THE
QEqROIA THEATRE
AW f»WLY
DRIVE III

How To Trap A Chap,
Bait for the A ngler

New York (NAPS) — Love i>
the name of the game — and
certainly no game is so constantly and delightfully in season as the marriageable male.
To help you bag your quota
(one and only), here's a manual of hunting, fishing and trapping etiquette:
SIGHTING THE QUARRY is
the first step once you've declared open season. And there's
more than one way to find good
hunting grounds:
1. Buy or borrow a dog and
walk it. Dogs have been used
in hunting for over 125,000 years,
and many a promising conversation has begun with a friendly bark. If you like to sport
conversation pieces, try a "matching" canine — an Irish setter
if you're auburn-haired, a dalmatian if you wear a lot of
black and white, etc.
2. Set up an easel in the park.
Sunday painters, like dog lovers, are generally patient, amiable, trustworthy types.
3. Take up tennis. According
to a national survey, more husbands met their match at tennis than at any other sport.
4. Take spare-time courses
that are likely to attract men.
Even if you've been dying to
enroll in a fancy-cooking class,
put it off a little longer—until
the engagement!
5. It pays to advertise. Let
family and friends know you're
hunting — you can always use
scouts. Don't turn down any invitations. At a party or resort,
Shulton researchers advise that
it's best to wear no rings at
all; many of the darlings can't
tell right hand from left, at
least at first glance.

^LURING YOUR PREY, once
you've set your sights on him,
may take some expert strategy; if he seems headed for
someone else, try using yourself as a decoy:
6. Dress differently from the
other girls in your office. Find
individual and flattering ways
of doing your hair. Men, like
many other species, are often
attracted by bright colors.
7. Can you bake a cherry
pie — or any other goodies?
Bring samples to the office, and
distribute them among the eligibles. They can make the ideal
bait for your trap, especially
when hungry males are on the
prowl.
8. Find a perfume that suits
you and wear it all the time.
Men will learn to identify it
with you, and don't think he
won't ask the name of your
scent. Market research studies
show that most women don't
buy their own perfume: it's given to them by friends and wellwishers. But while perfume can
doom a groom, don't ever bring
up the subject of marriage:
there's no quicker way to make
your skittish quarry run away.
LANDING HIM can be great
sport if you heed a few game
regulations.
9. A moose call may not be
music to his ears, but chances
are he'll come running if early
in your courtship you take
some melody as "our song."
10. Don't discuss former boy
friends (or ex-husbands, if any).
But encourage him to talk about
his old girl friends. He may
fall into the trap, and maybe
you can avoid their mistakes.
11. Try to convey the impres-

The STUDIO
Upstairs 36 E Main St. — Phone 764-2905

Attention
CLYDE and SUZANNE CURRIE

are still taking
Wallet size pictures
(2 1/2 x 3 1/2)
for application and student
folders.

20 Wallet $ise-$3.00
This includes sitting,

A

retouching and proofing.

sion that you find him both irresistible and indispensable. Few
men can resist utter devotion:
in fact, he might just give up
fighting, and let you reel him
in.
Next time you go out for big
game, keep these "strategic
suggestions in mind; you may
not find yourself moping over
"the one that got away!"

■(george-Atme
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Four Appointed
Representatives
Four divisional representatives have been appointed to
fill vacancies created on Student Congress. Hal Walls has replaced Harry Amerson as a representative from the arts division. Rufus Fields and Joe
Skinner have replaced Terry
Pye and Becky Swindell as representatives of the science and
mathematics division, and Jan
Smith has replaced Van Pool
as a language representative.
Shelley- Boyd and Gloria Bridges of the music division, Jake
Rawl of the business division,
and Carol Yawn of the language division are no longer on
Congress, but have not as yet
been replaced.

ANYTHING
BUT LOUD
The plaids that gladden, the
cheques and stripings are a
specialty of the Proprietor
in sport jackets. However,
these patternings are never
obtrusive, lest the wearer
offend the sense of those
who see him. Give ear and
select here.

WANT TO TRAP A MAN?

There Are 12 Easy-To-Follow Steps

i&H&i&li*^;. % J&'

&m ®®&m&&M**zzi %&>
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SPORT COATS
STANLEY BLACKER
$35.00 to $50.00
The OXFORD
$29.95 to 39.95
C0RBIN TROUSERS
$16.95 to $27.50
JEFFERSON TROUSERS __ .

^„--^-»^ ******

$10.95to$i6.95»-The OXFORD SH0£

HIS and SEBRING
$6.00 to $9.00

University Flaw.

Stalesboro "

THE GEORGE-ANNE

I
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Wood's Barber Shop

Kappa Delta Chi

"5

Plans Car Bang,

"Your Head Is Our Business"
We Specialize in Straightening & Styling

Elects Officers

—UNIVERSITY—
—PLAZA—
•HAROLD •HENRY »TED

c3Ar\j-r
J3HIRTMAKERS

Staff Photo

ROTARY STUDENTS

Carol and Joe Skinner? twin
bus, have been named Rotary
senior sociology major, is a
dation, a member of Student
urer of the senior class. Joe is
dent of Science Club, member
izations and a member of the
tee.

Finicky about fit?

So is Corbin!

Mike Aynn

brother and sister from C<Atnti
Students of the week. Carol, ?
council member of Wesley FouCongress, and secretary-treasa senior biology major, presiof Committee of Campus OrganEagle Eye Handbook Commit-

Kappa Delta Chi will hold a
"Car Bang" Wednesday, May
3, in Sweetheart Circle starting at 4 p.m.
Various select names will be
written on the car and prices
will vary according to the name
which is selected as target.
Officers for the fraternity
were also elected for the coming year, according to Carolus
Daniel, outgoing president.
The officers are:
Butch
Thornton, president;
Gordon
Turner, vice-president; David
Dunn, secretary; Ray Beckett,
treasurer; Harold Hadden, sergeant at arms; Jerry Jenkens,
historian.

College Selected

Five Seniors Receive Awards

For Participation

For Special Graduate Studies

In Arts Program

Five seniors from the college
have
received
scholarships,
grants or assistantships from,
various southern colleges. They
are Carol Skinner, Claudya Muller, Carol Yawn, Rosemary Burgamy and Cindy Carson.
Carol Skinner, a sociology major from Columbus, is the recipient of an Academic Honor
Scholarship to Emory University. The scholarship provides full
tuition for a two year study toward a masters degree in Christian education.
Claudya Muller, history major
from Cordele, has received the
Tommie Dora Barker scholarship to study one year toward
her masters degree in Librarianship at Emory. The scholarship
is given only once in two years.
Carol Yawn, a French major
from Millen, and Rosemary Burgamy, a French major from Ma-

con, have received assistant
ships from the University of
Georgia toward a masters degree in French. It is given by
the University for three quarters
and required that one work in
the department in which she is
studying.
Cindy Carson, a psychology
major from Savannah, has been
awarded a University Scholarship for graduate study in phy
chology at Auburn University.
The scholarship provides for tuition, fees and all other expenses.

Kappa Mu Alpha Holds
Math Tutoring Service

Kappa Mu Alpha is sponsoring a tutoring service each
Tuesday and Thursday night
from 7:30 p.m. until 8:30 or
9:30 p.m. in Herty 108.
Cost will be 75 cents per
hour.

GSC has been selected as one
of a group of colleges throughout the nation to participate in
a pilot program sponsored by
the National Endowment for the
Arts Foundation, according to
Dr. Jack W. Broucek, chairman
of the Campus Life Enrichment
Committee.
The selection was made by
the Association of University
and College Concert Managers of
which the college is an institutional member.
The purpose of the program
is to augment activities of cultural committees on selected
college campuses and is based
upon a matching fund plan from
the foundation and the college.
Notification has been received that the college has been
certified for a matching grant
of $1,000. Plans for the proposal are in preparation and results of the grant will be announced at a later date.

ATTENTION
There is no trouser that fits
better than a Corbin Trouser.
At leisure or at business
the inimitable flattery of
the Corbin cut... the neatly
tapered leg... the perfectly
proportioned rise—all
contribute to the Corbin
Look of well-born ease.

* GUYS

AND

GALS

MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL
8 X 10 COLOR PORTRAIT

Your Choice BEAUTIFUL NATURAL Color or Oil

ONLY

$8.49

SPECIAL!!

TO GSC STUDENTS ONLY
all direct color
1—8X10
2—SX7
6—Billfold
ALL FOR ONLY $15.49

RODGER'S

Studio and
(Formerly Currios)
34 E. MAIN ST.

DONALDSON-RAMSEY
Store For Men
STATE3BORO. <SEORG(A

■HMHMMHMM1

CALL

764-2115 FOR APPOINTMENT

Expert Color Photography

The blockbuster
story of a fighting
marine that comes
screaming out of
>
green he/is

Art Festival To Open May 5
Alpha Rho Tau has complet- ted on the back.
May 1, and accompanied by reed plans for its sixth annual
If the exhibitor wishes to sell turn postage (and insurance if
Art Festival to be held May his work the price must be desired). Following the exhibi5, 6, and 7 at the courthouse clearly displayed in the front tion, all work will be mailed
square in downtown Statesboro. lower left-hand corner on mas- in original container to the arThis marks the first time the king tape. All sales will be con- tist's address by May 10. Work
festival has been held off cam- ducted by the individual ar- may also be delivered and pickpus.
tists.
ed up by the artist on the aInvitations have been extend- All work must be received by bove dates.
ed to colleges in Georgia, Florida, South Carolina, and art associations jn these states. The
festival is not restricted
to
students. Anyone interested desiring to exhibit their work may
do so. Entry applications are
available from Alpha Rho Tau.
The purpose of the festival is
to encourage talent in and appreciation of the following phases of art: painting, graphics,
sculpture, and crafts—and to encourage audience participation,
Friday, April 28, 1967 — Page 9
thereby promoting a greater interest in art.
The divisions of work that
may be exhibited are: PaintACTIVITIES SCHEDULE
ing in all media, and collages
Monday, May 1 — Begin "Spring Swing" Week; '3:30-5:30
—framed or matted, ready to
P.M. - Academic competition for Business and Home
exhibit or hang. Sculpture—clay,
stone, wood, metal, and paper,
Economics Divisions; 8 p.m. - Chad and Jeremy Conblock
printing,
stencil, silkcert, Hanner Gym, $2., sponsored by Delta Pi Alpha.
screen, Crafts — mosaics, creaTuesday, May 2 — 3:30-5:30 P.M. - Academic competition
tive stitchery, rug hooking, bain Music and Science and Math Divisions; Lamar
tik, jewelry.
Harris Talent Show - 7:30 p.m., McCroan Auditorium.
To exhibit in the festival an
Wednesday,
May 3 — Academic competition in the Lanexhibitor must be 16 years of
guage Division; Barbecue, 5 p.m., Sweetheart Circle;
age or over and must complete
Street Dance, 7 p.m., the "Younger Brothers."
and return an application form
Thursday, May 4 — Academic competition in Industrial Arts
by April 25, to Alpha Rho Tau.
and Social Science Divisions; Scavenger Hunt - 7 p.m.,
All exhibitors must agree to
abide regulations of the Arts FesSweetheart Circle.
tival. Work must be original.
Friday, May 5 — Divisions of Health, Physical Education,
The Festival reserves the right
and Recreation hold Track and Field Events, 4 p.m.;
to eliminate any work not of
Tennis, Armstrong College, 1 p.m.; Little Stevie Wona sufficiently high level of quader concert, 8:30 p.m., Hanner Gym.
lity.
Saturday, May 6 — Swim Meets (men and women) 10 a.m.;
An entry fee of 50 cents for
Tug-Of-War, 2 p.m., at the lakes; Dance, 8 p.m., at
each piece will be charged and
National Guard Armory featuring Lee Dorsey, James
must be included with the apand Bobby Purify, and Hank Moore and the All-Stars.
plication form due April 25.
Sunday, May 7 — Campus-wide church service, McCroan
Each work must have the
name of the work, media, the
Auditorium.
name of the artist, and the address of the artist clearly prin-
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Entertainment

WEDNESDAY - ONE DAY ONLY!
2 Performances-4:00& 8:00

POPULAR PRICES • NO RESERVED SEATS
Hailed From
Coast-to-Coast

>-

v«*??

-\ Vi>

["F0NTEYNAND
NUREYEV ARE
4%| UNBEATABLE!" .

,m

-New York WorldJournal Tribune

JOSEPH E. LEVtNE prelrntl
A Paul dinner Produuien

"A MAGNIFICENT
MOTION PICTURE!"

'BEST OF THE MARINE CORPS BLOCKBUSTERS!

TECHNICOLOR* PANAVISIONL _

TODAY THRU SATURDAY

WfilSSTATfiSBORO
STARTING SUNDAY
mnian soPH.a
BRnnoo |opeN
in •

"JCoiiNiess
torn HONG KJ?n<3T
It's a
She Voyage •
that rocks
the Boat/ >

—Philadelphia Inquirer

ROYAL I"A PAGEANT FIT
BALLET I FOR A KING!"
—Chicago Daily News

"ROMEO And JULIET |-A STUNNING

[DAVID BLAIR DESMOND DOYLE JULIA FARRON || MOTION PICTURE!"
MICHAEL SOMES SERGE PROKOHEV
—Los Angeles
I Cfcw»tr*l»l» W

Scenrry "<■ Co«u«t» by

KENNETH MACMILLAN NICHOLAS GEORGIADIS

Tkt Orehtnri of Inr Roy.l Oper. HouK Covenl Guden Conducted t, John Uncnt>cr>
I P reduced ine! Directed or Piul Citnnee
Pttnll by P«th«
An Embiuf Pictures *tlel»

ALL SEATS SI.75

HJHM

GROUP DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE

COLOR

Herald Examiner

(UeiS-STATfiSBORG

TICKETS OK SALE ALL DAY & AT SHOW TIMES

WRITTEN DIRECTED and MUSIC by

CHames CHaPiiN

JPPIil.JIWGIL=

jEiScERsbi TECHNICOLOR®

*
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Special Photo - Clyde

'CHICO' BROOKS (14) TRIES HARD FOR BASE AGAINST MIAMI

Currie

Eagles Exhibit Impressive 23-8-1 Record after Three Wins over Miami, One over David son; Losses to Wake Forest and North Carolina.

Seminoles To Fight Eagles Here;
sp
S
„ O?.l l Carolina Teams Whip Eagle Nine
By

BJBRN KJERFVE

Sports Editor
"What is the ideal coach like?
y JOHN EpKBNROTH
Who is he? Where is he?
Assistant
Sports Editor
The ideal coach knows his
The Eagles return to the friendly confines of Ea
game thoroughly; he knows
rules and regulations; he knows gle field today after a stormy northern road trip. The
tricks and short-cuts; but he
Eagles lost to North Carolina, 9-1 Saturday and to
also knows that the only way
Jto
permanent Wake Forest 4-3, Monday. Tuesday they bounced back
[success is not a to defeat Davidson 7-3 to push their record to 23-8-1.
I short-cut,
it's
This Friday and Saturday the Eagles entertain arch
|tough work.
He is a lead- rival Florida State Seminoles.
r. He stands
Friday, April 28, 1967
| strong and is The Tarheels ambushed the Deamon Deacons of Wake Fo[someone to look Eagles in a return revenge en- rest. The Deacons cast an evil
[up to, someone gagement when they played at spell that paralyzed the bewilNORTH CAROLINA 9, GSC 1
[to trust, some- Southern a month ago, the Eadered Eagle fielders. Spell or
(April 22)
lone to admire
land like.
His gles won, 6-5. From the start no spell, the revamped Eagle
decisions are to the end of Saturday's game defense lapsed enough to allow
GSC
UNC
^ klerfvei
made
quickly the Tarheels were in control,
ab r h bi
ab r h bl
Ward
cf
4 111
three
unearned
runs
to
cross
3
0
0
0
Lem'ns
If
and wisely. The athletes respect handing Jim Nevin his second
Sta'ley 3b
4 0 10 Ta'bot ss
3 110
the
plate.
Jimmy
Dobson,
with4 0 11 Carr cf
Szotk'cz 2b
3 2 2 1
him; they gladly carry out his
c
4 112
4 0 0 0 Hall c
loss of the season. Reliever out his lucky rabbit's foot, took Cor'ell
technical and tactical orders.
Watl'rs ss
4 2 2 1
3 0 10 Estus lb
Lynch
lb
4
112
3
0
0
0
Thomas
2b
Max
Braun
quieted
the
bats
of
The ideal coach is a psychoDavis rf
3 0 0 0 Van'oy 2b
0 0 0 0
4 10 0
2 0 0 0 Sawyer 3b
logist. He knows his athletes the hot hitting Carolina crew but the loss only giving up one earn- Nevin p
Fields ph
1110 Robins rf
3 0 10
ed run.
better than their parents. He
,Braun p
0 00 0 Med'ey rf
10 0 0
Southern
could
still
not
catch
Buckey
p
4 0 0 0
knows each one's character, I
Totals
31 1 4 1 Totals
34 ? » 7
them.
mood, temper, and ability. He I
Tuesday the Eagles came out
Southern
ooo ooo oio—l
knows how to cheer them up,
swinging. Davidson was the vic- Georgia
North Carolina
500 000 31 x—•
how to get them ready for a Monday night, near the be- tim. Powered by Jimmy Waltbattle - physically and mental- witching hour, Southern met the
E-Sawyer (2), Stanley, Walters; PO.
24-8, UNC 27-15; DP—Talbot,
ly. He knows their problems;
er's 400-foot home run the Ea- A—GSC
Thomas and Estes; Talbot, Vannoy and
and how to help them.
Estes; LOB—GSC 6, UNC 5; HR—Hall,
gle hitters demolished the Da- Thomas.
He is a teacher. He knows
vidson moundstaff. A total of sehow to communicate with his
IP
H
ER BfJ 59
7
L (5-2)
7 8 8 6 4
"boys;" how to get the most out
ven Eagle runs crossed the' Nevin
110 0
1
Braun
l
1
3
5
W (2-2)
? 4 1
of them. Eagerly he watches
plate as Southern tied the all Buskey
WP—Nevin, Buskey PB—Cor rail.
their performance during practime victory mark of 23. Tall T—2:05.
tice and in . competition. He
tells them how to do things, how
Ronnie McLemore sent Davidto change a move, how to imWAKE FOREST 4, GSC 3
son down as he picked up his
prove the style, how to better
(April 24)
third win of the campaign atheir performance. His suggesgainst no setbacks.
tions are smart and get results.
GSC
WAKE FORES*.
ab r h
h
The ideal coach is a friend.
McLemore pitched the Eagles Fields, cf abr
2 2 1 B.Myers, ss 3-4 1
He is fair and always willing
1 0 1 Callisen, cf 3 2 0
into the recordbook. The win Long, If
rf
5 0 0. D.Myers, 2b 4 0 1
to help his "boys." He is proud
ties the record for victories in Ward,
3 0 0
Sz'tk'w'cz, 2b 5 1 0 Wrenn, lb
Brooks, c
4 0 0
4 0 1 Pike,, rf
of them and their behavior. He
4 0 1 L'ghr'ge, 3b 4 0 4
Walters, ss
never back-talks them and is ala regular season. The record Michele, If-cf 4 0 1 H'ghtman, c 4 0 1
4 0 0
2 0 0 Murphy, If
lb
ways ready to stand up for them,
was set in 1963, when the Ea- Lynch,
2 0 0
Whitfield, 3b 3 0 1 Renn, p
0 0 0
Harris, p
for their rights. They call him
gles were 23-12 under Coach J. Dobson, p 21 00 00 Taylor,
0 1 0
p
Stanley, ph
"Sir," not because he is their
31 4 7
TOTALS
33 3 (
TOTALS
teacher, an adult, but beI. Clements, and tied in 1965, Georgia Southern
100 020 000—3
cause they like him, respect
when Clements led them to a Wake Frrest
201 000 10x^-4
him, and know that he is their
23-9 record. The Eagles have sefriend, a second father.
E—Walters (2), Laughridge, Brook*r B.
ven chances to break the reThe perfect coach has addiMyers, Heitman. PO-A—GSC 24-12,->w-l»
cord.
tional characteristics, but he is ***+*..•■
27-15. DP — W-F (2). LOB—GSP*
B-GSSf*
»•
W-F 7. 2B—Laughridge, Heigtmait,
never prejudiced. He never faMyers. SB—Szotktewicz, Wrenn.
vors one "boy" - they are all
The
Seminoles
of Florida field, B. Myers.
his favorites. Although he knows
State University will visit the
that "Life's battles don't alEagles for a two game series PITCHER
IP
M R ER BB.30
Dobson L (5-2)
ways go to the stronger or fas8
7 4 1
i t
Renn
4-1-3 4 3 2 2 3
ter man, for sooner or later
4 2-3? 0 0 2 1
Friday and Saturday. Last year Harris W (1-2)
the man who wins is the, felthe Seminoles beat the Eagles
HBP—By Dobson (Callison). By fc.inv
|§ Special Photo - Clyde Curris
low who thinks he can," he'still
(Fields). WP—Renn. PB—Brooks.
; Timer-2:)7. ^
remains a realist.
four straight without a setback.
Who is the perfect coach* LEAHMAN STANLEY
"Just Wait, I'll Get 'em"
Where is he? Not at Southern
— nowhere — .he._dnesn't exist.

SPORTS
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DAVIDSON 3, GSC
(April 25)
GSC
"
DAVIDSON
ab r h bi
ab r h bi
Wh'tf'ld/ 2b 5 0 0 0 Murphy, 2b 4 10 0
4 2 2 0
Ward, rf
5 0 0 0 Smith, cf
4 0 10
Sz'tw'w'cz, 2b 5 2 1 Brown, ss
3 0 0 0
Brooks,' c
£'11 Owen, If
Long, if
. .
1 waite, c
4 0 12
4 0 0 0
M'ch'le, cf
4 13 1 L'nds'y, 3b
4 0 0 0
Lynch, lb
3' 1 1 ° Logan, lb
4 0 10
Walters, s
4 13 2 Kin.j, rf
2 0 0 0
McL'm'r',
4 0 2 IB'nn'tt, p
0 0 n 1:
R'vis, ph
0 0 0 0
Ell'tt, p
Durham, ph 0 0 0 0
TOTALS
33 3 5 2
39 7 12 7 TOTALS
GEORGIA SOUTHERN
000 213 010—7
DAVIDSON
102 000 000—1
E—Lynch, Brown, Smith. PO-A—GSC
27-9, Davidson 27-15. DP—Brown and Logan,
Brown,
Murphy
and
Logan.
LOB-GSC 6, Davidson 8. 28—Waite,
Szotklewlcz (2), Ward.
PITCHER
IP
K R ER BB SO
McLemore
9
5 3 2 5 12
Bennett L (2-8)
t
9 6 5
12
Elliott
3
3 110 2
WP—McLemore, Elliott.
PX—Brooks
<**7-Waite.
TDhe—2:18.

Intramurals

National League
APO def. Henpecks 10-2; Low Lifes def.
Delto Sig 20-8; Low Lifes def. Henpecks
8-0; DPA def. APO 3-2; Rebels det
White Knight* 13-10; Sig Eps def. PER
8-4; PEK def. DPA 6-4; Sig Eps def.
Henpecks 10-4.
American League
Buldogs def. Raiders 1-0; Unexpected
def. Blue Ribbons 8-6; Mets def. Falcons
7-1; Pop's Boys def. P.V.'s 11-1; BSU
def. Hawks 9-6; Pop's Boys def. Mets
10-2; Hawks def. P.V.'s 7-0; Unexpected
jef^Fclsohc 25-6.

What Happens?
BASEBALL
Apr. 28 - Florida State (3:00)

Hehe

Apr. 29 - Florida State (1:30)
Here
Florida St.
Tallahassee, Fla.
May 5
May 6

Florida St.

Tallahassee, Fla.

GOLF
May 1 Miami

Coral Gables, Fla.

May 2 - Rollins

Winter Park, Fla.

TENNIS
Apr. 28 - South Carolina - Columbia, S.C.
Apr. 29 - Erskine

Due West; S. C.

May 5 - Armstrong (1:00)

Here

THE GEORGE-ANNE
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Netters To Battle on Road
Stomp Mercer - Not Emory
Southern's tennis team left this morning for South,
Carolina, where the University and Erskine will be
waiting for them. The Southern netters exhibit a 8-6
record so far in the season after last week's performance in Macon and Atlanta. Mercer fell handily, 7-2,
Firday, but such was not the case with Emory. The
Atlanta Eagles stomped their visitors, 9-0.

' Special Photo - Clyde Currie

RUSSELL LOBS

Meets Tough Competition

rather short. After about 20 minutes the two left the court,
Russell having lost 6-1, 6-1 in
one of the shortest matches of
his career. Most of the other
singles were still in the first
sets at that time.
This weekend's matches are
with the University of South Carolina today in Columbia, S. C,
and Erskine tomorrow at Due
West, S. C. The Gamecocks
make up one of the strongest
teams in the South having defeated Furman, 9-0. Furman beat
Southern, 7-2.
—Kjerfve
Eddie Russell, top Southern
s-smMas
netter, ran into Sam Wiesel, a
memorable experience although

James Jackson's victory against Mercer was, according to
Coach David Hall, the most valuable thing that happened in the
Mercer meet. Jackson played at
his best and gained "a lot of
confidence," Hall said.
The Emory netters visited
Southern earlier in the season
and won handily, 6-3. Southern's
9-0 loss Saturday was not expected by Hall, who had predicted a close match. The Emory
Eagles played steady tennis never giving their opponents the
slightest chance.

Golfers Lose Three,
Exhibit 5-7 Record

The Eagle linksmen defeated thern have earlier in the season
Presbyterian College here Tues- split two meets.
day by two strokes, but were
GSC 481, VALDOSTA 471
slaughtered by the University of
(April 27)
Georgia. Southern fell again yesterday here against Valdosta
GSC 481, ERSKINE 472
and Erskine, and has now a 5-7
(April 27)
won-loss record with four matches remaining.
Individual Scores:
Georgia scored 416 strokes, an
Ray Gregory — 74 strokes
average of 69.3 strokes for its
six players - 2.7 strokes under Bobby Gastley — 79 strokes
Randy Hil — 79 strokes
par, crushing the Eagles by 38
Dennis Raith — 82 strokes
strokes. The Eagles, however,
nipped Presbyterian winning Mike Joesbury — 82 strokes
Eddie Register — 85 strokes
454-456 Tuesday.
"They just played very poorGSC 454, GEORGIA 416
ly," said Coach Mickey Guthrie
(April 25)
about his players losing yesterday's two matches. "Strange
GSC 454, PRESBYTERIAN 456
that it happened at home. They
(April 25)
hit in the woods all daylong. The
pnly highlight was Gregory's 74,
Individual Scores:
which actually is not too specRandy Hill 70
tacular. He was the only one,
Ray Gregory 73
though, to play his usual game."
Bobby Gastley 74
Valdosta defeated Southern by
Eddie Register 77
ten strokes and Erskine did the
Dennis
Raith 79
same by nine. Valdosta and SouMike Joesbury 81

Tennis
Results;

I _

Special Photo - Clyde Currie

PEVEY IS PREPARED
"Can Go and Get 'em"

By JOHN ECKENROTH
Assistant Sports Editor

Steve Nothanson

(M)

defeated

Eddie

Russell 6-2, 6-2; Bjorn Kjerfve defeated
Ken Pipkin (M) 6-4, 6-4; Dan Stiles defeated George Wiche (M) 6-0, 3-6, 6-2;
Mack Poss defeated David Hudson

(M),

3-6, 6-1, 6-1; Wally Culpepper defeated
Dennis Sanders (M), 6-1, 6-4; James-J&ekson defeated David Lifsey (M) 6-2, ,f-2.
Russell-Kjerfve

Doubles:
defeated

Charlie Cook 6-4, 6-8,

Nathanson-

6-1; Stiles-Poss

defeated Pipkin-Wiche (M) 2-6, 8-6, 6-3
Hudson-Sanders (Ml defeated Culpepper •
Jerry Poppell 6-1, 6-1.

• •" •

EMORY 9, GSC 0
(April 22)

Singles:
Sam Wiesel (E) defeated Eddie Russell
6-1,

6-1;

Don

Campbell

(E)

defeated

Bjorn Kjerfve 6-1, 6-2; Buzzy McNatt (E)
deefated Dan Stiles 6-4, 6-2; John Hurst
(E)

defeated Mack Poss 6-0, 6-3; Bob

Crowell (E) defeated Wally Culpepper 6-1
6-3; Jack Giles (E) defeated James Jackson 6-2, 6-2.

Doubles:
Campbell-Hurst (E) defeated

He can hit 'um and go get'um
slide on both sides pick up sand,
throw out reindeer climb the
deepest sea number two on your
scorecard number one in your
heart— That's Barry Pevey,
Georgia Southern's utility man.
) Pevey is a junior industrial
jarts major from Springfield,
Ga., where he played football,
basketball, and baseball while
!in high school. He has also playled in the fast Savannah summer
baseball league.
I As a freshman Pevey made
(the Eagle varsity squad and
was second string catcher behind Ail-American Allen Payne.
But primarily Pevey is remembered for his numerous pinch
hit performance. Occasionally he filled in in the outfield
too.
After missing the season last
year Pevey is back bigger and
better than before. Again „
Pevey
^

Russell-

Kjerfve 6-3, 6-4; Wiesel-Richard Zorn <E>
defeated Stiles-Poss 4-6, 6-4, 6.2; Crowell-Giles

(E)

defeated

Poppell, 6-0, 6-0.

| Special Photo - Clyde Currie

PEVEY SPRINTS

"Southerns Utility Man"

GSC's Utility Man,
Thats Barry Pevey

MERCER 2, GSC 7
(April 21)
Singles:

r.L

Q{

J

Culpepper-Jerry
|

trades

Coach Spieth has called on Pevey to fill the gaps in the line
up and give the team extra
punch. So far Pevey has caught
and played both left and right
field. When not in the game
number two stays down in the
bullpen developing his skills.
He has one of the best slidearm bullpen curve balls on the
team.
Pevey rates catching as his
favorite position but is so adept
in the outfield that several observers have commented that
Pevey even trots like an outfielder.
His biggest thrill is batting.
Things happen to Pevey when
he enters the batter's box. He
is no longer the mild-mannered, fun-loving boy. Mrs. Pevey's favorite son becomes very aggressive. Pevey explains
"that hitting is the name of the
game and that's what I do
best." This attitude has at present won him a starting position on the Eagle nine, because
he can hit 'um go get'um, slide
on both sides, pick . . „

DPA Promotes Tennis; Buys Equipment

Special Photo

Clyde Currie

SCORE BOARD LISTS RESULTS
Large Result Board Stands Outside Courts

Delta Sigma Pi, service fertarnity
for men, has presented the school in
general and the tennis team in particular with six score signs to be used
during varsity matches and a large
score board placed permanently outside the entrance to the courts.
The signs and boards have long
been needed at Southern, but the
tennis budget has not permitted purchase of expensive equipment. DPA
wanted a service project, heard about
the need for the board and signs, and
decided to have-the equipment built
for use at the varsity courts.
Spectators at the net matches need
no longer be in doubt about the scord
in each individual match, or the total score.
Tennis Coach David Hall expressed his gratitude to DPA —Kjerfve

7 6
SOUTHER
i Special Photo - Clyde Currie

SCORE SIGNS HELPS

Spectators Can Now Easily Follow Matches

|fiS«8!
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Join The Crowd
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For Popular Brands

J

Let us chart the course for your career after college.
We" can tell you about'starting salaries . . . skills required . . . training needed . . . opportunities available. Call us for assistance in finding the right job for
YOU. There's no obligation whatever.

<*

PERSONNEL
CONSULTANTS

^4%

Career Placement for the College Educated
LENOX TOWERS • 340C
ATLANTA 30326

PEACHTREE RD., N. E.
TEL. <404> 231-4762

SPECIALIZED RECRUITING / TESTING / PRIVATE COUNSEtlNG

